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GEOCHEMISTRY FOR PETROLEUM SYSTEM 
Mr. Laode Ahdyar (ExxonMobil Cepu Limited) 

 

 

Introduction  

Geochemistry is the science that uses the tools and principles of chemistry 

to explain the mechanisms behind major geological systems such as the 

Earth's crust and its oceans. Learning geochemistry means we learn about 

source rock evaluation in petroleum system. In petroleum system, there has 

a hydrocarbon which has to be an oil and gas prone.  

 Hydrocarbon system is a natural assemblage that encompasses a pod 

of active source rock and all related quantities of oil and gas and include all 

elements and processes that are essential for hydrocarbon accumulation to 

exist. Essential element consist of source rock, reservoar rock, and seal rock. 
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Source Rock 

Source rock can be divided into at least four major categories. The 4 major 

categories are: 

• Potential Source rock  : 

Rock which contains organic matter in sufficient quantity to generate 

and expel hydrocarbons if subjected to increased thermal maturation. 

• Effective Source Rock  : 

Rock which contains organic matter and is presently generating 

and/or expelling hydrocarbons to form commercial accumulations. 

• Relic Effective Source Rock : 

An effective source rock which has ceased generating and expelling 

hydrocarbons due to a thermal cooling event such as uplift or erosion 

before exhausting its organic matter supply. 

• Spent Source Rock  : 

An active source rock which has exhausted its ability to generate and 

expel hydrocarbons either through lack of sufficient organic matter or 

due to reaching an overmatured state. 

 

Source Rock Evaluation 

With the 4 major categories of source rock it means that every source rock 

gave a different characteristic. To determine about Source Rock Potential 

usually called by Source Rock Evaluation. These Source Rock Evaluation 

contain of:  

• Quantity of Source Rock 
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In Quantity of Source Rock, it means how much of TOC (Total Organic 

Carbon) where the source rock. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Quality of Source Rock 

The quality of source rock seen by Kerogen type of the hydrocarbon. 

There are 3 types of Kerogen which is Kerogen 1 that contain oil prone, 

kerogen 2 that contain oil prone and gas prone and keroge 3 that 

contain a gas prone 
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• Thermal maturity of source rock 

In maturity of source rock, it means we need a good heat. A higher 

temperature means that source rock is deeper and more mature. 

 

• Organic Geochemistry 

Every Hydrocarbon has its own Geochemistry compound. While in oil 

in type Kerogen I usually low O and High H, the gas in type Kerogen III 

usually have high O and low H. 
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 (Waples, 1985) 

Organic Chemistry Kerogen 

In Organic Chemistry we know that every organism have a different 

organic compound. So we divided these type into 3 Major type that is : 

1. Type I : algae kerogen → oil prone, low O, high H  

2.  Type II : liptinic kerogen → oil and gas prone, low O, high H  

3.  Type III : humic kerogen → gas prone, wood, land material, high  

 O, low H  

4.  Type IV: rework kerogen → inertinite 
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Source Rock Term 

 

In Source Rock Term, we usually used Sequence Stratigraphy to determine 

the origin of oil, and also to determine the age of the source rock and oil 

generation. By determine these all we can also determine the genetic 

relationship of oil. In Sequence Stratigraphy, after every Boundary or 

Sequence, they are usually sealed by Impermeable Rock or shale or we can 

usually call by Cap Rock. There are some methods to determine source rock 

quality and location by: 

•  Source rock evaluation 

•  Biomarker analysis 

•  Stable carbon isotope analysis 

 

 


